Quantification in first-order logic always involves all elements of the universe. However, it is often more natural to just quantify over those elements of the universe which satisfy a certain condition. Constrained logics therefore provide restricted quantifiers Vx:R F and 3x:R F where X is a set of variables, and which can be read as "'F holds for all elements satisfying tile restriction R'" and "F holds if there exists an element which satisfies R". In order to test satisliability o1' a set of such formulas by means of an appropriately extended resolution principle, one needs a procedure which transforms them into a set of clauses with constraints. Such a procedure essentially differs from the classical transformation of first-oder formulas into a set of clauses, in particular since quantification over the empty set may occur and since the needed Skolemization procedure has to take the restrictions of restricted quantifiers into account. In the first part of this article we present a procedure that transforms formulas with restricted quantifiers into a set of clauses with constraints while preserving satisfiability. The thus obtained clauses are of the form C 11 R where C is an ordinary clause and/~ is a restriction, and can be read as "'C holds if R holds". These clauses can now be tested on unsatisfiability via the existing constrained resolution principle. In the second part we generalize the constrained resolution principle in such a way that it allows for further optimization, and we introduce a combination of unification and constraint solving that can be employed to instantiate this kind of optimization.
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1.
Background knowledge in first-order formulas Deductive systems which are based on the classical resolution principle do not per se allow for the incorporation of methods for domain specific problem solving: A set of (first-order) formulas is transformed into a set of clauses, which is then tested on unsatisfiability by a more or less blind search of a universal inference engine. The formulas are transformed into clause normal form regardless of whether or not there exist special purpose algorithms for solving subproblems efficiently. However, there exist a variety of formalisms to represent domain specific knowledge adequately and to reason efficiently on the represented facts, and a standard interface can be realized, for example, via theory resolution. In this chapter we address the combination of such specialized reasoning algorithms and reasoning in first-order predicate logic where the interface between these two different modes of reasoning is accomplished by using a different rule of inference, called constrained resolution [6, 7] .
H.-J. Biirckert et al., On Skotemization in constrained logics
Roughly speaking, the constrained resolution principle works as follows. First, the familiar part of a problem description is represented in a so-called restriction theoly which may be given by, e.g., a sort hierarchy or a taxonomy of concepts. Additionally, each clause C is equipped with a restriction (or "constraint") R that delimits the possible instances of the variables in C. Such a constrained clause is written as C I] R and intuitively can be read as "C holds whenever R is satisfied", where satisfaction of the restriction R is evaluated with respect to the current restriction theory. Now, given two constrained clauses Ci [I RI and C2 ]1R2, an application of the constrained resolution rule derives a new constrained clause C II/L The clause part C of this constrained clause is obtained from Cl and C2 by applying classical resolution; furthermore, if cr is the most general unifier which is used in this resolution step, then the new restriction R is obtained by applying ~r to the conjunction of RI and/-£2.
Of course problems are usually not given as sets of constrained clauses. In fact, Btirckert proposes to describe problems in terms of a restriction theory together with a set of extended first-order formulas in which domain specific information can be represented explicitly. For this purpose he introduced generalizations of the classical quantifiers, so-called restricted quantifiers Vx:• F and 3x:~ F where X is a set of variables, R is a restriction, and F is a formula which may contain variables in X. The meaning of such formulas is given by "F holds for all elements satisfying R" and "F holds if there exist elements which satisfy R", respectively. However, the problem of how to transform first-oder formulas with restricted quantifiers into a set of constrained clauses was not solved in [6, 7] . In the following we will close this gap by introducing such a transformation algorithm.
The presented transformation algorithm considerably differs from the classical transformation of first-order formulas into clauses since quantification over the empty set may occur. This is the case if a restriction R is interpreted as the empty set by one or more models of the restriction theory. The transformation algorithm has to handle both the case in which a restriction R is interpreted as the empty set, as welI as the case in which R is interpreted as a non-empty set. Since the truth values of the formulas Vx:R F and 3X:R F depend on F in those interpretations that interpret R as non-empty set, but do not depend on F in interpretations that interpret /~ as empty set, this task is not obvious. To overcome this problem, we introduce the method of quantifier splitting which makes the distinction between quantification over empty and non-empty sets explicit (see section 3.1). Another problem concerned with the transformation algorithm is the elimination of restricted existential quantifiers: In contrast to classical Skolemization one cannot use a free interpretation of Skolem function symbols since one has to take the restrictions of the restricted quantifiers and the restriction theory into account. A procedure for Skolemizing formulas with restricted quantifiers is presented section 3.2. The final problem we have to solve is that formulas with restricted universal quantifiers in general cannot be transformed into an equivalent formula in conjunctive normal form. This is due to the fact that the classical rules for moving quantifiers in first-order formulas do not hold for restricted quantifiers which possibly quantify over the empty set. In section 3.3 we will show how to transform formulas without restricted existential quantifiers into an appropriate normal form, from which constrained clauses can be obtained immediately.
Building upon this transformation algorithm, a general refutation procedure for constrained clauses is presented in section 4. In this framework, we generalize the constrained resolution principle in such a way that it allows for optimizations with respect to the employed fbrmalism used to describe the restriction theory. A concrete optimization applicable to an interesting class of restriction theories is presented in section 5.
A logic with restricted quantifiers
In this section we review a logic with restricted quantifiers (for short RQ) by giving syntax and semantics of RQ-formulas and RQ-clauses, and a resolution principle for RQ-clauses. 1 This logic with restricted quantifiers allows for an explicit distinction between background knowledge (i.e., domain specific knowledge) and foreground information expressed by first-order formulas. Moreover, the resolution principle for RQ-clauses allows one to incorporate methods for domain specific problem solving into the classical resolution principle. In order to distinguish between foreground and background information we will use a restricted quantification system (RQS) to represent the background knowledge, and an RQ-signature which extends the RQS by foreground language symbols.
Definition 1. A restricted quantification system (RQS) 7~ consists of
• a signature A = ()ca, 73a, V~) with equality, where UA, 79a, and VA are disjoint sets of function symbols, predicate symbols, and variables,
• a set of (open) A-formulas, the restriction JbrmuIas or restrictions, which are closed under conjunction and instantiation of variables, and
• a theory over A, the restriction theoo,.
The restriction theory represents the possible interpretations of the restrictions, and usually is given by a set of first-order formulas. However, it also can be given as a set of A-structures. Note that in the latter case the restriction theory needs not to have a first-order axiomatization.
Definition 2. A signature with restricted quantifiers Z, for short RQ-signature, consists of an RQS ~ together with a set 73~ of predicate symbols and a set ,Ur of function symbols, both disjoint from the symbols in A.
For a more thorough introduction, see [6] .
In order to simplify our notation we will use the prefix "Z-" if we denote objects, i.e., terms, atoms, formulas, etc., that are built upon symbols of f'x and ~x, and variables in ~2, only.
Given an RQ-signature Z we now can define the notions of restricted quantifiers and of RQ-formulas. Restricted quantifiers are not only indexed by variables but by pairs of a variable set X and a restriction formula R. Building upon this, an RQ-formula is any first-order formula which possibly contains restricted quantitiers. Recall, that the restrictions represent background information and the Z-formulas foreground information, respectively. Definition 3. Let Z be an RQ-signature, let X be a finite set of variables and let R be a restriction formula. Then the expressions Vx:R and 3x:/~ are restricted quantifiers. Building upon this, RQ-formulas (over Z) are defined by:
1. All Z-atoms are RQ-formulas.
2. If F is an RQ-formula, R is a restriction, and X contains at least the free variables in R, the Vx:R F and 3X:R F are RQ-formulas.
3. Vx F, 3x F, F A G, F V G, ~F, F --+ G, F ~ G are RQ-formulas, provided that F and G are RQ-formulas and x is a variable.
Note that in second definition the formula F may contain occurrences of free variables in X that are bound by the restricted quantifiers Vx:R or 3x:n. Hence, the restriction formula/~ can be seen as a sieve that filters out the admissible assignments of elements to variables in X.
As an alternative notation, if X = {xl,... ,x,,} is a set of variables, we often use gz,,...,xn:R instead of VX:R and 3~L,...,. Following [6] , we assume that the set 5cx of foreground function symbols in an RQ-signature Z is empty. This can always be achieved by modifying the underlying RQS as follows: the first step is to move the symbols in )vz into the background signature A. But after doing this we are neither allowed to use these symbols in our foreground language (since .Yz is empty now), nor to use them in a restriction (since restrictions are (open) formulas over the original signature A). Of course, we want to be able to express the same facts before and after the extension of .T~. To guarantee this we replace every Z-term, e.g., f(x), by a new variable z, and then we enlarge the set of restrictions by the equation z = f(x). Therefore the second step is to extend the set of restrictions such that it contains in addition all equations of the form z ----t~, where x is a variable and t is a Z-term. Finally we expand the restriction theory by the new function symbols, since it now has to interpret the extended restriction formulas.
As an example, let us consider an RQS 7~ in an RQ-signature Z, where
Pa= {p},SA= ~ and ~= (q},5~= (f}.
In this RQ-signature, Vz,v:p(z,v) q(f(z)) is an RQ-formula. After the extension of .Y~x by the function symbol f we obtain 7'6 = {p}, F~ = {f} and 7"r. = {q}, Fz = 2~.
But after doing this, V:~,v:p(:~,v ) q(f(z)) is no longer an RQ-formula, since q(f(z)) is no more a Z-formula w.r.t, the modified RQ-signature. However, after the extension of the restrictions by z = f(z) and the above described modifications we obtain Vz,u:p(z,u)A(z=f(z) ) q(z), which is an RQ-formula w.r.t, the modified RQ-signature.
General assumption:
Here and in the following we assume that the set .Tz of foreground function symbols in an RQS is empty.
In order to give a semantics to RQ-formulas we first recapitulate the semantics of first-order formulas (with equality) by using Z-structures and Z-assignments. Then we extend these Z-structures to RQ-structures. Note, that we will use Z-structures and Z-assignments to interpret the symbols in both signatures and RQ-signatures, though the latter ones have a more complex structure. Definition 4. Let Z be a signature. A E-structure .4 consists of a non-empty universe U A and maps each n-ary function (predicate) symbol to an n-ary function (relation). A Z-assignment a maps each variable z E "l;z to an element u E U A. This mapping is extended to terms as usual: if t --f(t~,..., t~) is an arbitrary term, then we define c~(f(tl,..., tn)) := fA(c~(tl),..., a(tn)).
To simplify notation we make the following agreement: If ~I,.
•., u~ are elements of the universe and xl,... ,xn are variables, then c~[z~+__~,...,zn+_u, ] denotes a Z-assignment a which explicitly assigns ui to zi for i = I,..., n. if X = {xt,..., x~}. However, since an RQ-signature Z is the extension of an underlying RQS 7~, and since we already know the A-models given in the restriction theory of 7£, we only need to give an interpretation of the new symbols of the RQ-signature. Therefore we interpret RQ-formulas in structures that expand the A-structures of the restriction theory by the new symbols in Z. Let us define this more precisely. In RQ-formulas the distinction between background and foreground knowledge is represented by using restricted quantifiers, where the restrictions contain the background information. Now, in order to maintain this separation in clauses as well, we introduce the notion of RQ-clauses (or constrained clauses).
Definition 7.
An RQ-ctause consists of a Z-clause C, the so-called kernel, together with a restriction R. Such an RQ-clause is written as C I] R and represents the RQformula VX:R C, where X contains exactly the free variables in C and R. If C is empty, we call it an empb, RQ-clause, written as [] II R.
Given a set C of RQ-clauses we need an appropriate resolution calculus in order to check C on unsatisfiability. Such a calculus is given in [6, As an example, consider the set
of RQ-clauses. By an application of the RQ-resolution role we obtain the RQ-resolvent For the sake of simplicity we will sometimes use constant symbols in the kernels of RQ-clauses, though we assumed that the foreground language introduces new predicate symbols only. In the above example we would therefore simply write In contrast to the classical resolution principle we need in general more than one empty RQ-clause to prove the unsatisfiability of an RQ-clause set. To see this let us consider the following example (cf. [6, p. 69] ).
Example 10. Suppose a restriction theory to be given by the set {p(a),p(b) V p(c)}, and a set C of RQ-clauses to be given by c: (1) q(x,:,:) IIp(:,:
By RQ-resolution we can derive exactly the following two RQ-clauses: 
. O, Skolemization i1~ constrained logics
The RQ-resolution calculus has been proved to be sound and complete in the following sense (see Theorem 4.5.6 in [6] ). Theorem 11. A set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable iff for each RQ-structure "4 there is an RQ-derivation of an empty RQ-clause [] II R from C, such that .,4 ~ 3/L Obviously, this theorem is not very satisfactory from a practical point of view, i.e., for the implementation of a theorem proving system for RQ-formulas. For this purpose one has to find answers to the following two questions:
I+ As we have seen before, we need in general more than one empty RQ-clause to prove RQ-unsatisfiability of an RQ-clause set C. Under which circumstances is it sufficient to derive a finite number of empty RQ-clauses to prove RQtmsatisfiability?
2. Let C be a set of RQ-clauses. Does C contain for every RQ-structure . 4 an empty RQ-clause [] t1R such that .4 ~ 3R?
The second question will be investigated in section 4. An answer to the first question has already been given in [6] Since we are interested in a refutation procedure for RQ-formulas we will restrict our attention in the following to restriction theories which have a first-order axiomatization. Well-investigated classes of such theories are terminological logics, sort hierarchies, and equational theories. If the restriction theory has a first-order axiomatization, the RQ-unsatisfiability test of an RQ-clause set reduces to the test whether the disjunction of all restrictions of the already derived empty RQ-clauses is RQ-valid. In this case we have found a refutation, otherwise we possibly need further empty RQ-clauses.
Transformation into RQ-clauses
In this section we describe a procedure which transforms RQ-fommlas into RQclauses while preserving RQ-satisfiability. The idea behind our procedure is basically the same as for the well-known transformation of first-order formulas into clauses. However, three problems which do not appear in the classical case have to be solved. Firstly, quantification over the empO, set may occur, which is not possible in classical first-order logics. Secondly, O,ped Skolem fimctions are introduced by Skolemizing RQ-formulas. Finally, RQ-formulas in general can not be transformed into pre,ex ~zormal form. Section 3.1 is concerned with the first problem, quantification over the empty set, while Skolemization of RQ-formulas is discussed in section 3+2+ In section 3.3 we show how the Skolemized formulas can be transformed into a set of RQ-clauses. 
Quantifier splitting
In contrast to first-order logics, RQ-formulas may contain quantification over the empty set. Given a restricted quantifier Vx:R or 3x:R, the quantification obviously ranges over the empty set in those Z-structures A where R A = ~. The following proposition, which can easily be proved, shows that an RQ-formula Vx:R F (3.x':R F) evaluates to true (false) for any RQ-formula F in those structures A where/~.a is the empty set.
Proposition 13. Let Y be an RQ-signature, let A be a Z-structure, and let R be a restriction such that /~A is the empty set. Then, for each RQ-formula F it holds that A ~ gx:.~ F and A ~ 3x:R F.
Hence, in order to transform RQ-formulas into RQ-clauses while preserving RQ-satisfiability, one has to consider both classes of structures for each restriction R -those structures in which R denotes the empty set as well as those which interpret R non-empty. To distinguish between both classes of interpretations we assume that the set of restrictions in an RQS is closed in the following sense.
General assumption: Here by R = ~ and /g ¢ ~, respectively. Second, in the remainder of this section we allow these two kinds of restrictions in Z-formulas as well, where Z is the current RQ-signature, though restrictions are actually allowed to occur in restricted quantifiers only. That means we will call, for instance, (R = ~) -+ Vx:,~ F an RQ-formula. However, when transforming such RQ-formulas into RQ-clauses we will show how the restrictions R = 2~ and R ¢ ~ can be removed from Z-formulas again (see section 3,3).
Let us now formally introduce rules which explicitly distinguish between empty and non-empty interpretations of restrictions. Definition 14. By the quantifier splitting rules -'+v, and -+3 RQ-formulas are transformed into RQ-formulas as follows: t. Vx:R F --+v, ((R = e~) -~ re,e) n ((R ¢ ~a) -~ Vx:R F)
3x:R F -+3 ((R = ~) -+false) A ((R # ~) -+ 3x:R F)
The formula ((R = £~) --+ true) in the -+w-rule is obviously redundant; we therefore use the -+w-rule in a simplified form, defined as:
On the other hand, we do not simplify the -+3-role -the right hand side of the rule is equivalent to ((/~ :~ ~)A3x:R F) -since the given version allows for a straightforward transformation of RQ-formulas into RQ-clauses: To obtain a set of RQ-clauses for a given RQ-fommla, we will transform the RQ-fonnula into an RQ-clause fon~ (see section 3.3). As we will see, the RQ-clause form of the right hand side of the --+~-mte has the form
((R # O) V false) A ((R = O) V 3X:R F).
In section 3.3 we will see that the first conjunct, ((/~ # £~) V false), is translated into the RQ-clausefalse I] R = 0, written as [] ]1R = 2~, which can be read as follows:
We have derived an empty clause for every structure A such that/~A is the empty set. Thus, if we would have simplified the -+3-mle as described before, this contradiction would no longer be represented explicitly by an RQ-clause.
The following proposition, which is an immediate consequence of Proposition 13, shows that the application of a quantifier splitting rule to an RQ-formula preserves equivalence.
Proposition 15. Let F be an RQ-formula. If F' is obtained from F by application of the --+3-rule or the -+v-rule, then F 1 is equivalent to F.
Both quantifier splitting rules may appear strange at first sight, since the restricted quantifier on the left hand side of a rule occurs also on the fight hand side. There is, however, an essential difference between both occurrences: the restricted quantifier on the Ieft hand side of a rule rnay quantify over the empty set as well as over a non-empty set. In contrast, the restricted quantifier on the right hand side of a rule can be treated as if it has to handle the non-empty case only, because quantification over the empty set is already expressed by tile first conjunct of the right hand side of a rule. This discrimination has, of course, to be done only once for each restricted quantifier. We therefore define the notion of a quantifier splitting as follows: Definition 16. Let F be an RQ-formula. Then the quantifier splitting of F is obtained by one application of either the -+3 or the -+v rule to each restricted quantifier in F. Furthermore, if F' is the quantifier splitting of some RQ-formula F we say F' is an RQ-formula with split quant{fiers.
Hence, if F is an RQ-formula which contains n restricted quantifiers, the quantifier splitting of F is obtained by 7~, applications of the quantifier splitting rules. It is easy to verify that the quantifier splitting of an RQ-fonnula is unambiguous (except from variable renaming), though there is no predefined order in which the quantifier splitting roles are applied. Furthermore, since these rule applications preserve equivalence of RQ-formulas (Proposition 15), the quantifier splitting of F is equivalent to F.
As an example, if R and ,5' are unary predicates of the current restricted quantification system, the quantifier splitting of gz:R(a: ) 3.,j:S(v ) p(.~, !;) is given by the RQ-
Skolemization
Our next task is to eliminate the restricted existential quantifiers in RQ-formulas while preserving the distinction between foreground information (which is encoded in restrictions and the restriction theory) and background information (which is encoded in E-formulas). We do this by introducing Skolem functions, which, however, have a more complex structure than those in the classical case.
In the classical case, Skolemization is established according to the following rule: If an existentially quantified variable occurs in the scope of r~ universal quantifiers, e.g., Vxl... Vx,,. 3~; F, then (i) each free occurrence of y in F is replaced by the term f(a:l,..., xn) where f is a new ~,-ary function symbol (a so-called SkoIem fimction), and (ii) the existential quantifier By is deleted. Here, neither the domain nor the range of the introduced Skolem function is restricted, i.e., it maps arbitrary r~-tuples of the universe to elements of the universe.
In our logic with restricted quantifiers such untyped Skolem functions are not sufficient since variabIes in general cannot be instantiated with arbitrary elements of the universe. As an easy example consider the RQ-fommla Such a condition can be generated for each restricted existential quantifier; after Skolemization we only want to consider structures which satisfy them all. Thus, a simple approach seems to be an extension of the restriction theory by these conditions.
The following example, however, shows that (Cond) in general is too weak. 
Building upon this, Skolemization in the above described manner yields the RQformula F 1, which is given by
and the extended restriction theory .I{T' = {S(a)}, where a is a new Skolern constant, This extension of the restriction theory, however, causes each RQ-structure (w.r.t. the modified RQS) to interpret `9 as a non-empty set, since each RQ-structure especially has to satisfy the restriction theory. It is easy to verify that F ~ is not satisfiable by any structure which interprets ,9 as a non-empty set. That means, F' is not RQ-satisfiable w.r.t. RT ~ though F is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t. /-£T.
This example shows that Skolemization of restricted existential quantifiers in general does not preserve RQ-satisfiability if we extend the restriction theory by the above given condition Cond for each vector of Skolem functions. To overcome this problem in the above example, we rnust not assign the Skolem constant a to ,9 in each model of RT, but only in those models that interpret ,9 as non-ernpty set. That amounts to an extension of RT by (,9 ¢ ~) --+ ,9(a) instead of simply S(~L). Building upon this, we now can define how a Skolemization step eliminates a restricted existential quantifier in an RQ-formula and extends the restriction theory in an appropriate manner. Theorem 23 states that an application of a Skolemization step to some RQformula F preserves RQ-satisfiability if F is an RQ-formula with split quantifiers. Observe that a Skolemization step does not necessarily preserve RQ-satisfiability if the quantifiers in F are not split. To see this, consider the RQ-formula 3:,::s(.~ ) p(x) where S is an RQ-unsatisfiable unary restriction. If we apply the above described Skolemization step to this RQ-formula without computing its quantifier splitting, we obtain the RQ-formula p(a) together with the Skolem declaration (S 7 k ~) ~ a :--+ S. While 3:~:s(x) p(z) obviously is RQ-unsatisfiable the latter RQ-formula may be RQsatisfiable w.r.t, the extended restriction theory.
For the sake of readability, throughout the remainder of this section we will use the following notations and assumptions: First, we assume that Z is an RQ-signature and that F is an RQ-lbrmula with split quantifiers. Furthermore, let the RQ-signature 2;' and the RQ-formula F' be obtained from Z and F by one Skolemization step, where We have to show that A ~ F iff ,A t ~ F t. Since we assumed that F is an RQformula with split quantifiers, the RQ-subformula G of F (i.e., the one which contains the restricted existential quantifier which is currently eliminated) occurs on the right hand side of the implication (S ¢ 2~) --+ G. For the same reason the RQ-formula /RT just by the current Skolem declaration). Furthennore, let A' be generated from A (and vice versa) as described in Lemmas 20, 2I, and 22, respectively. We first show that A t is an RQ-structure over 5".' if A is an RQ-structure over 5`.:
Skol(G)
Since A'lz = el and A is an RQ-structure over Z we know that A' satisfies RT, and hence it is sufficient to show that A' satisfies the Skolem declaration which is given by (, 
RQ-clause form
In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we have shown how to eliminate restricted existential quantifiers in RQ-formulas while preserving RQ-satisfiability. We now want to generate RQ-clauses from the thus obtained RQ-formulas. Recall that an RQ-clause is of the form C 1I R, where C is an ordinary clause and R is a restriction, which represents the RQ-formula Vx:r~ C.
In first-order logic this kind of transformation of formulas into clauses is rather straightforward (see, for instance, [10, section 4.2]): A formula is first transformed into prenex normal form, i.e., into a formula without quantifiers (the so-called matrix) together with a leading sequence of quantifiers (the so-called prefix). This is done by rules like (Vz F[z] ) A G --~ Vz (F[a:] A G) , where G is a formula that does not contain the variable z. Then the matrix is transformed into conjunctive normal form, and, finally, the existential quantifiers are eliminated via Skolemization.
However, we need a somewhat different approach for the transformation of RQformulas into RQ-clauses. This is due to the fact that not all of the above mentioned first-order transformation rules can be generalized to the case of restricted quantifiers. As an easy example, consider the RQ-formula (V.,.:R(z,)p(:r)) AJblse where /~ is a unary predicate of the current restricted quantification system. While this RQ-formula is obviously RQ-unsatisfiable, the RQ-formula V:r,:f~(: 0 (p(z) Afills'e) is RQ-satisfiable, namely in those RQ-stmctures which interpret /~ as empty set. That means, the rule (VX:R F) A G --~ Vx:R (F A G) does not preserve equivalence of RQ-formulas.
Summing up, we cannot transform arbitrary RQ-formulas with restricted universal quantifiers into equivalent RQ-formulas with restricted universal quantifiers in prenex form. To achieve a transformation of RQ-formulas into RQ-clauses we therefore introduce the following two roles, which show how restricted universal quantifiers can be moved within RQ-formulas:
if no a: E X occurs free in G.
VX:R (F A G) --)'A (V:,":R F) A (Vz:R G) if each z E X occurring ill F (O) is replaced by a new variable g E Y (z E Z).
It is straightforward to prove that applications of both roles preserve equivalence of RQ-formulas. Though it is in general not possible to transform RQ-formulas into prenex form, the following proposition states that each RQ-formula can be transformed into another useful normal form.
Proposition 24. Let Y be an RQ-signature, and let F be an RQ-formula with split quantifiers If F does not contain a (restricted) existential quantifier, it can be transformed into an equivalent RQ-formula which is a conjunction of RQ-formulas of the form Vx,:~,...Vx,,r~,, (& v---v F,,) .
Here, each Fi is either a Z-literal, or is of the form R = ~ or /~ ~ 2~ for some restriction /g. Proof Let F be an RQ-formula that is obtained by quantifier splitting and Skolemizalion. We prove the claim by induction on the number of restricted universal quantifiers occurring in F. If F does not contain any restricted universal quantifier, then F can be transformed into the required form by applying the distributivity law. Now suppose that F contains .n + 1 restricted universal quantifiers. Since F is an RQ-formula with split quantifiers that does not contain any restricted existential quantifier, it has one of the following forms:
where R is a restriction, and F ~ and G together contain 'n. restricted universal quantifiers. By the induction hypothesis we can assume that F t and G are already of the required form; i.e., By applying the -+v rule, the distributivity law, and the -+i rule, we obtain an RQformula [] The following proposition shows that the thus obtained RQ-formulas can immediately be translated into RQ-clauses. Proposition 2S. Let F be an RQ-formula that is obtained by quantifier splitting and Skolemization. Furthermore, let F be in the normal form of Proposition 24. Then each conjunct of F can be transformed into an equivalent RQ-clause, Proof If F is an RQ-formula over the RQ-signature Z it is a conjunction of RQformulas of the form VX,:RL... VX,,:/{,, (FI V... V Fro), where each Fi is either a Zliteral, or is of the form /~ = 2~ or/{ 5k ~ for some restriction R (see Proposition 24 and recall, that we allowed restrictions of the form /{ = O and /{ # ~ to occur in Z-formulas). Hence, F can be transformed into an equivalent first-order formula, which then can be transformed into prenex form. Beyond that, for arbitrary firstorder formulas GI, G2, and G3 it holds that G1 -+ (G2 -+ G3) is equivalent to (GI A G2) -+ G3. Summing up, the RQ-formula F can be rewritten as the first-order formula 
. A ~ /', S[Xl A (s ¢ e) ~ n~ A ... A r~, A SIX]
can be applied.
Now we have reached the aim of this section: we are able to transform an arbitrary RQ-formula F into a set C of RQ-clauses such that C is RQ-satisfiable if and only if F is RQ-satisfiable. The transformation algorithm is formally described in Fig. 1 . To perform this transformation we first have to replace ~ and -+, and to shift negation inside (for the restricted quantifiers negation can be shifted inside by replacing ~3x:n F and ~g:,':n F by V\':R-~F and 3,,-:R-~F, respectively). It can be checked easily that these transformations preserve equivalence of RQ-formulas. The second step is to compute the quantifier splitting (section 3.1). To the thus obtained formula we apply our Skolemization procedure and obtain an RQ-formula F' without restricted existential quantifiers, and a modified RQ-signature Z' (section 3.2). The final step is then to transform F' into the form of Proposition 25 and to translate each conjunction into an RQ-clause (possibly simplified by the simplification rule). We have seen that F is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t. E if and only if C is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t. Z'. 
false) A ((S 7 ~ 0) --> p(x,f(x)) ) ) together with the Skolem declaration (S 7~ 0) -+ f : /{ --+ S. Transformation into the normal form of Proposition 24 yields V~:R(z) ((R = 0) V (S ¢ 2~) V false) A Vz:n(z ) ((R = O) V (S = O) V p(z, f(z))), where z is a new variable. From this RQ-formuta we can derive the RQ-clauses

~II(R# Z) A(S= ~) p(z,z') [I z' = f(z) A R(z) A (S ¢ 0)
Note, that we applied the simplification rule to the second RQ-clause.
Input:
Output:
A set S of RQ-formutas and a restriction theory RT which has a first-order axiomatization A set C of RQ-clauses and a possibly modified restriction theory RT' such that ,S is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t, tgT iff C is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t. RT' For each RQ-formula F in 8 perform the following steps:
1. Eliminate ++ and --+ as usual.
Move negation signs inside.
3. Let F' be the quantifier splitting of the thus obtained RQ-formula.
Eliminate each restricted existential quantifier in F' by a Skolemization
step. This Skotemization step possibly extends the restriction theory by an appropriate Skolem declaration.
5. Use the rules -+v and --+A to transform this Skolemized RQ-formuta into the normal form of Proposition 24.
6. Transform each conjunct in this RQ-formula into an RQ-clause.
7. Apply the simplification rule to the thus obtained RQ-clauses as often as possible. 
The general refutational framework
For testing RQ-satisfiability of a set of RQ-formulas these formulas are transformed into a set of RQ-clauses, which can then be tested on RQ-unsatisfiability. While the first problem (how to transform formulas into clauses) has been solved in the previous section, we will now be concerned with the second problem: how can a set of RQ-clauses be tested on RQ-unsatisfiability? In principle, the RQ-resolution calculus is sufficient for this task: To prove RQ-unsatisfiability of an RQ-clause set C' we can use the RQ-resolution role which successively adds new RQ-clauses to C. This process is iterated until a set of empty RQ-clauses [] 1] Rl,..., [] [I/~ is derived such that R1 V ... V/g,~. is RQ-valid (see Theorem 12) . However, the RQ-resolution rule only adds new RQ-clauses to C whose restrictions are RQ-satisfiabte. It is easy to see that this is an optimization which reduces the search space, but which does not affect refutation completeness of the RQ-resolution principle: If we apply the RQ-resolution rule to an RQ-clause with an RQ-unsatisfiable restriction, then the restriction of the resulting RQ-clause is RQ-unsatisfiable as well. • V/~, is RQ-valid. Thus, an RQ-clause with an RQ-unsatisfiable restriction R is redundant when testing RQ-unsatisfiability of an RQ-clause set C (cf. [6] ).
We now generalize this idea as follows: If a concrete restricted quantification system is given it may be the case that there are more RQ-clauses redundant for testing RQ-unsatisfiability than those having an RQ-unsatisfiable restriction. As an example for this, in the next chapter we will introduce constrained unification. We will show that RQ-clauses whose restrictions are not constraint unifiable are redundant for proving RQ-unsatisfiability if the underlying restricted quantification system satisfies a certain condition. In the general refutation procedure beIow we wilt therefore use a slightly modified version of the RQ-resolution rule. Here, we will use the meta predicate redundant which has an RQ-clause C ll/~ as input and is evaluated w.r. • J is a variable and F consists of the As in the RQ-resolution rule (RR), each a,~ multi-equations x i .... :1: = y~! ..... '9 for '/, = I,..., 'n..
We already know, for instance, that an RQ-clause C [I R is redundant if /~ is RQ-unsatisfiable (cf. definition of the RQ-resolution rule), i.e., if we only know these RQ-clauses to be redundant whose restrictions are RQ-unsatisfiable we obtain the RQ-resolution rule of section 2.
Building upon this generalized RQ-resolution rule, a general refutation procedure for RQ-formulas is defined below. Note, that this refutation procedure is generic for RQ-formulas in the sense that -by using different instantiations of the redundantpredicate -optimized algorithms for different restricted quantification systems can be obtained. 
Input:
A set S of RQ-formulas and a restriction theory" RT which has a first-order axiomatization Output: unsatisfiable iff S is not RQ-satisfiable satisfiable or the algorithm does not terminate, otherwise
Initializing
Transfon'n S into a set C of RQ-clauses while preserving RQ-satisfiability. Delete each RQ-clause C 11/~ in C such that redundant(C II R) is true. The procedure is given in detail in Fig. 2 . It returns unsatisfiable iff the input RQfommlas are not RQ-satisfiable, and either returns satisfiable or does not terminate otherwise. Correctness and refutation completeness of this procedure follow immediately from the results in the previous section, together with Theorems 11 and 12.
Constrained unification
The technique of constrained unification, which we are going to present in this section, provides a method to instantiate the redundant predicate in the general refutation procedure if the current restricted quantification system satisfies a certain condition. The main idea behind the use of constrained unification is to split each restriction into a set of equations (equational part) and a remainder (non-equational part), and then to apply unification to the equational part and a specialized procedure to the non-equational part. To give a definition of constrained unifiability, we first introduce the notions of equational and non-equation restrictions and briefly recapitulate the notions of substitutions and unifiers. Unification is the process of determining whether two first-order expressions (terms and formulas) can be made identical by an appropriate substitution of their variables. This problem is discussed in many textbooks, e.g., in [10, 14, 19, 25] . We essentially follow [14] . In the sequel, if we speak about variables, terms, and formulas we always mean variables, terms, and formulas over the current signature. This helps in keeping notation simple. 
. , cr(t,)), and if p(t) is a formula, then cr(p(t)) is p(a(t)).
The result of applying a substitution to a term always produces another term, such that we can apply several substitutions to a given first-order expression successively. The substitution which is obtained by the composition of two substitutions ¢72 and cq is written as ~r? ocr t. Sometimes we make use of the fact that variable assignments map tenns to elements of the universe, such that we can compose an assignment c~ and a substitution ~, written as cr o a. Note, however, that c~ o c~ is not a substitution but a variable assignment.
The set of variables which are not mapped to themselves by a given substitution is called the support set of the substitution (in some textbooks this is referred to as the domain of the substitution). Frequently we are only interested in substitutions which have a finite support set. For this case we have a convenient special notation.
Definition 32. The support set of a substitution cy is the set of variables :c such that o-(x) ¢ x. If cr is a substitution which has the finite support set {xl,... ,z,}, and if a(zi) = t~ fori = l,...,n, we write ~r = {a:z +--tl,...,a:,~ +--t,~}.
We are particularly interested in substitutions that make several expressions identical. A substitution cr which has the property that o-(e) = ~(e') is called a unifier for the expressions e and e t. Unifiers for conjunctions of equations are substitutions which have the property to unify the left hand side of each equation in this conjunction with its corresponding right hand side. Building upon these notions we now introduce constrained unification. Intuitively, a restriction R is constrained unifiable iff the following two conditions hold: First, the equations in its equational part must be unifiable with some substitution. Second, application of this substitution to the non-equational restrictions in R must yield an RQ-satisfiable restriction. As an example let R be given by z = a A C(z), where C is a unary restriction. Since x = a is unifiable with the substitution e = {z +--a}, the restriction R is constrained unifiable iff C(a) is RQ-satisfiable w.r.t, the current restriction theory. The next definition formalizes this idea. If a restriction R is constrained unifiable with o" we caI1 o-a constrained unifier of R. We say that /~ is constrained unifiable iff there is a substitution cr such that R is constrained unifiable with cy.
Note that this definition is not very satisfactory from a practical point of view, since testing constrained unifiability of a restriction in the worst case amounts to considering all unifiers of its equational part. However, it is a well-known fact that it is sufficient to test a conjunction of equations on unifiability only on the most general unifiers (and all these most general unifiers are identical up to variable renaming).
Algorithms that compute most general unifiers for conjunctions of equations can, e.g., be found in the above mentioned textbooks. All these algorithms have in common that they generate most general unifiers that are idempotent, i,e., unifiers o-which have the property that o-o o-= cr (this property will be utilized below). We will only consider most general constrained unifiers (for short constrained mgu) in order to test constrained unifiability of restrictions. Definition 34. A constrained unifier of a restriction R is a most general constrained unifier (or constrained mgu) of R iff it is a most general unifier of the equational part of R.
The following proposition states that constrained unifiability of a restriction R can be decided by first determining an arbitrao, most general unifier a of the equational part of R, and then testing RQ-satisfiability of the restriction which is obtained by applying a to the non-equational part of R. Because of this property we will speak of the most general constraint unifier of a restriction.
Proposition 35. For each restriction R it holds that 1. R is constrained unifiable iff there exists a constrained mgu of/~, and 2. if" cr and c/ are two most general unifiers for the equational part of R, then R is constrained unifiable with cr iff R is constraint unifiable with o-'.
Proof For Case I, let R be constrained unifiable with some substitution or' which is not a most general unifier for the equational part of R. We will show that in this case there exists a substitution o" such that o" is more general than or' and /~ is constrained unifiable with o-. For this purpose, assume that R is given by El A..
• []
We already mentioned that constrained unification can be used to instantiate the redundant-predicate in the general refutation procedure if the current restricted quantification system satisfies a certain condition. This condition, called (TEL will be introduced in the following. Intuitively, a restricted quantification systern satisfies the condition (TE) if only trivial equations are entailed by each first-order formula set that consists of the current restriction theory together with an arbitrary set of negated restrictions. For the sake of simplicity we will use VF and 3 F to denote the universal (resp. existential) closure of a formula F, i.e., as abbreviations for V:cl ... g:r,, F and 3:rl ... 3:7:,, F where zj,... ,a:,~ are the free variables in F. Definition 36. Let 7P,. be a restricted quantification system, and let/gT be the restriction theory in ~. Then ~ satisfies the condition (TE) iff for each set /~1,-.-, R,, of restrictions and all ground terms .s, ~ it holds: if the set RT' := /~T U {V ~Ri I i = 1,...,7,} is satisfiable then RT' ~ ,s = tiff s and ~ are identical.
It is easy to verify that at least those restricted quantification systems satisfy the condition (TE) which have the following two properties:
1. The restriction theory does not contain (neither explicitly nor implicitly) equations.
2. The non-equational part of each restriction does not contain (neither explicitly nor implicitly) disequations.
These properties hold, for instance, if the restriction theory is a sort hierarchy, i.e., is given by formulas of the form S(~) and V:c (S(z) -+ T(z)) for some term t and sorts S, T, and restrictions are conjunctions of equations and of formulas of the form S(t.). Another example, where the terminological language A£C is used to define restrictions and the restriction theory is investigated in [8, 24] .
It is easy to see that testing restrictions on constrained unifiability is stronger than testing them on RQ-satisfiability, i.e., if a restriction is constrained unifiable then it is RQ-satisfiable as well: Let R = El A ... A E,,. A Ni A ... A N,, be a restriction where the Ei are the equational restrictions in R. Due to the definition of constrained unifiability,/~ is constrained unifable iff (i) the equational part of/~ is unifiable with a most general unifier, say or, and (ii) there exists an RQ-structure A and a A-assignment o, which satisfy c~(Ni )A.--A cr(Nm). Here, A is the signature of the current restricted quantification system. Because of (ii) we have (A, <tort) ~ NI A-..A.N,,. and because of (i) we can conclude that (A, c~. o o-) ~ Hi for each equational restriction Ei (since ~r is a unifier of E). From these two facts it follows immediately that (A, c~.o rr) ~ R. and hence/~ is RQ-satisfiable.
However, the other direction does not hold: there may be restrictions which are RQ-satisfiable but which are not constrained unifiable. To sum up, if we use constrained unifiability in order to instantiate the redundant-predicate, the generalized RQ-resolution role derives less RQ-cIauses than the RQ-resolution rule. In the remainder of this section we show that nevertheless sufficiently many RQ-clauses are derived to test a given RQ-clause set on RQunsatisfiability -provided that the current restricted quantification system satisfies the condition (TE). In other words, we will show that an RQ-clause with restriction /~ is not needed to check an RQ-clause set on RQ-unsatisfiability if/~ is not constrained unifiable (Theorem 43). Moreover, it will be shown that testing RQ-validity of a set of constrained unifiable restrictions can be reduced to testing RQ-validity of a conjunction of non-equational restrictions only (Theorem 45). To prove these properties we recapitulate the notion of a Herbrand model. Definition 38. If $ is a set of first-order formulas over some signature E, then the E-structure .,4 is a Herbrand model of $ (over Z) iff (i) .,4 ~ F for each formula F in $, (ii) the universe U A of ,4 is given by the set of all E-ground terms, and (iii) for each E-ground term t it holds that t A = t.
In the following we will sometimes utilize the property that in Herbrand models variable assignments are substitutions. Note that in general assignments and substitutions are similar but not identical. The difference is that assignments map variables to elements of the domain, which are not necessarily ground terms. In other words, if we replace a variable in a formula by what an assignment maps it to, we possibly do not end up with a formula. However an assignment in a Herbrand model is by definition a substitution. Furthermore, we will make use of the following property of Herbrand models.
Theorem 39. Let S be a satisfiable set of formulas over some signature E such that S ~ s = t iff s and ~ are the same ground temas over Z. If C denotes a countable set of new constants, then $ has a Z-model iff ,5' has a Herbrand model over E U C.
The proof of Theorem 39 is essentially based on the notion of witnesses (also called parameters in [14] ). Intuitively, a set ,5' of formulas has witnesses over a signature Z if each existentially quantified variable in a formula in ,5" can be instantiated with a constant symbol in Z while preserving satisfiability of this fommla. To simplify notation we will use F[z +--c] to denote the formula which is obtained from F by replacing simultaneously all free occurrences of :c in F by the constant c.
Definition 40. Let Z be a signature, let ,9 be a set of Z-formulas, and let C be a set of Z-constants. Then C is a set ofwimesses for ,5' (over Z) iff for every E-formula F with one free variable, say .~:, there is a constant c C C such that ,9 ~ (3:c F
) --+ F[:c +--c].
We say that ,9 has witnesses (over E) iff ,5" has some set C of witnesses.
In order to prove Theorem 39 we proceed in two stages. We will first show that each satisfiable set of formulas can be extended to a satisfiable set of formulas which has witnesses (Lemma 41). Then we show that every set `9 of formulas which has witnesses also has a Herbrand model, provided that only trivial equations can be derived from OC (Lemma 42). These results are adapted from Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
in [9].
Lemma 41. Let `9 be a satisfiable set over some signature E, let C be a countable set of new constants, and Ec := Z U C. Then ,5" can be extended to a satisfiable set o ct of Ec-formulas which has witnesses over Ec. We show that each ,5i is a satisfiable set of Zc-fonnulas by induction on i: Obviously, So = ,5 is a satisfiable set of Zc-formulas since S is a satisfiable set of Z-formulas and Zc is just an extension of the signature Z. For the induction step we hence assume `si-I to be a satisfiable set of £c-formulas.
The set 5', is computed from ,5i-~ by adding the Zc-tbrmula (3:t:iFi) --+ This contradicts the satisfiability of the set ,5i-l of Zc-formulas. Now let ,5' := Ui ,5/. Then, by construction, ,5' has witnesses over Zc. Since we have shown that each ,5i is satisfiable, the Iemma is proved.
[]
The following lemma states that a set of formulas has a Herbrand model if (i) it has witnesses and (ii) only trivial equations can be derived from this set.
Lemma 42. Let Z be a signature with equality, and let ,5 be a satisfiable set of Zformulas which has witnesses over Z such that ,5 ~ s = tiff s and f denote the same Z-ground term. Then S has a Herbrand model over Z.
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First note that, if a set of sentences $ has a set C of witnesses over Z, then C is also a set of witnesses for every extension of 8. Second, if an extension of S has a model A, then A is also a model of 8. So, without loss of generality we can assume that `5 is a maximal consistent set of Z-formulas.
Let now A be a Z-structure such that (i) the universe U A is the set of all Zground terms, (ii) each Z-ground term .f(tt .... ,t,,) is interpreted by f(tl,... ,~,,) itself, and (iii) each 'n.-ary predicate symbol p in Z is interpreted such that pA (tl,..., t.,,) holds iffp(~i, •.
•, ~,,.) E 8.3 By induction on the structure of Z-formulas we will show that A is a model of S, i,e., that A ~ F for each Z-fommla F in `5. We then have to show that .,4 ~ V (~E V ~N), which is equivalent to (A, o~) ~ ~E V --,N for all Ac-assignments c~. Now let/3 be an arbitrary but fixed bc-assignment, and suppose that (.,4, r) E A N. Since (A, r) ~ E and A is a Herbrand model, E is unifiable with substitution /3. This means, however, that [3 is of the fornl X c ~r, where A is a substitution and ¢r is a most general unifier for E. Because of (A, [3) ~ N and /3 is A o c~, we additionally can conclude that (.,4, A) ~ ~(N). Summing up, we know that (1) E is unifiable with the most general unifier or, and (2) (.,4, A) ~ a(N), which means that R* is constrained unifiable. This contradicts our assumption that R* is not constrained unifiable, and therefore we can conclude that (..4,/3) ~ ~E V -~N for each &::-assignment/3.
To summarize, .,4 satisfies the restriction theory RT as well as each formula V ~Ri for Ri in Ri, • •., Re,, which contradicts our assumption that RT ~ is unsatisfiable. Hence we have shown that RT~I is not satisfiable, i.e., RT ~ Ru, V .,. v Ru ....
whenever RT ~ B (R~ V... V R~).
[] From the above theorem we can conclude that it is sufficient to derive RQresolvents with constrained unifiable restrictions only, provided that the current restricted quantification system satisfies the condition (TE). This is due to the fact that the restriction of an RQ-resolvent is given by the conjunction of the restrictions of those two RQ-ctauses it is derived from. Hence, if (at least) one of the restrictions of theses two RQ-clauses is not constrained unifiable, one obtains an RQ-resolvent which is not constrained unifiable as well. The next theorem shows how testing RQ-validity of a set of constrained unifiable restrictions can be reduced to testing RQ-validity of non-equational restrictions only, The main idea behind this reduction is to apply the most general unifier of the equational part of a restriction to its non-equational part. After doing this, the equational restrictions are no longer needed and can be omitted. ---v <7,,(I\~) . Assume io the contrary, that the set sorts), which again may have subsorts in the case of order sorted logics. In terms of our ontology the information about sorts defines the restriction theory, and the relevant instances for the variables are delimited by identifying variables, constants etc. with sorts. It has been argued that sorted logics, and their operationalization via sorted unification, allow a substantial pruning of the search space and a more natural representation of problems (see, e.g., [4, 11, 15, 32, 35, 36] ). The differences to our approach are that sorts are unary predicates, i.e., atomic open formulas that restrict only single variables, and that the constraint theories are .just sort hierarchies together with function declarations. In addition, sorts are usually assumed to be non-empty. Hence, Skolemization is not really a problem; it is rather similar to the classical case.
There are two approaches of many sorted resolution calculi with possibly empty sorts, namely the ones of Cohn [t I] and Weidenbach [37] [38] [39] . While Cohn assumes problems to be given in clause normal form, i.e., Skolemization is not discussed, the comparison with Weidenbach's approach is somewhat more complicated. In his sorted logic the barrier between static sort information and first-order formulas is pulled down, and the whole information is put into one set of first-order formulas in which sorts are attached to variables. For this mason Weidenbach cannot always generate explicit Skolem declarations (which are then added to a restriction theory), but must use a local Skolemization. Such a local Skolemization removes an existential quantifier in a formula F and adds a conjunct to F which contains all information about the just generated Skolem function. As an example, the formula (3:~::s p(a:))V G is Skolemized to (p(a) A S(a) ) V G, where G is a formula, S is a sort, and a is a new constant symbol. However, this Skolemization procedure is not sufficient for our general refutation procedure. This is due to the fact that adding the obtained information about the generated Skolem functions to the restriction theory (in our example the information 5;(a)) would make this information global in the sense that each RQ-structure has to satisfy it. We have seen that such an extension of the restriction theory in general does not preserve RQ-satisfiability.
Frisch [16] proposed a substitutional framework for the development of systems for hybrid reasoning. The name "substitutional" is chosen because a specialized reasoner is invoked only when the logic module performs unification, i.e., when making substitutions. Based on this general framework Frisch and Scherl [17, 18] present a transformation of modal logic sentences into a logic with constraints. However, since they only consider modal logics that are serial, i.e., logics in which some world is accessible from every world, the classical Skolemization procedure fits well for their approach.
In the field of logic programming, similar developments took place. In his language PROLOG II, Colmerauer [I 2] admitted equations and disequations between terms and replaced unification of terms by a procedure that checks whether constraints have solutions in the algebra of rational trees. Jaffar and Lassez [23] generalized this idea and developed the Constrained Logic Programming (CLP) schema, which addresses the problem of designing programming systems which are capable to reason with constraints, and which give an operational semantics for a whole class of languages. The proposed CLP schema, however, has some limitations. Especially, it requires that the constraint language is interpreted in a single fixed domain. However, in knowledge representation one has in general only partial information about the world one wants to reason about, and one hence has to take all worlds into account that are consistent with this partial knowledge.
Hrhfeld and Smolka aimed at developing a semantic foundation for the knowledge representation language LOGIN [2] , where relations are defined with definite clauses over a constraint language consisting of so-called ~b-terms [1] . A first result was a logical reformulation of A'ft-Kaci's @term calculus by feature logic [33] . Since for the obtained semantics a single domain is no longer sufficient, Hrhfeld and Smolka generalized the Jaffar and Lassez's schema by presenting a constrained resolution for definite clauses with constraints via goat reduction [21, 22] . However, they are only interested in answers to queries but not in refutation proofs, and their approach has been generalized to a resolution based proof procedure by Btirckert's constrained resolution [6, 7] . The use of terminological restrictions in the constrained resolution principle was firstly proposed in [3, 13] ; how to use terminological knowledge representation formalisms in the generalized constrained resolution principle presented in this paper was investigated in [8, 24] .
Conclusion
We have investigated how methods for domain specific problem solving can be integrated into the classical resolution principle. For this task we in principle employed the constrained resolution principle of [7] . However, in contrast to the existing approaches towards this kind of combination we do not assume problem descriptions to be given in terms of clauses with constraints but in terms of formulas with restricted quantifiers. This is motivated by the fact that resolution-based systems usually do not assume problem descriptions to be given initially in terms of clauses but rather in terms of (first-order) formulas. We therefore had to develop an algorithm that transforms formulas with restricted quantifiers into clauses with constraints while preserving satisfiability. For this purpose, we have introduced in particular a Skolemization procedure that is capable of dealing with empty quantification and, in order to maintain the separation of foreground and background information, adds all information about the introduced Skolem functions to the restriction theory. Additionally, for the sake of optimization, we have generalized the constrained resolution principle in such a way that it does not prescribe a fixed test for the determination of redundant resolvents. In our approach, redundancy of clauses is checked by evaluation of a test which may be instantiated in an appropriate way for a given class of special purpose algorithms.
In order to give a concrete instantiation for this redundancy test we have introduced constrained unification which combines unification and satisfiability checking of restrictions. We have shown that, compared to the original approach of [7] , fewer clauses are being derived in general when constrained unification is used to instantiate the redundancy test. The thus obtained constrained resolution rote preserves soundness and refutation completeness of the constrained resolution principle provided that the employed background formalism satisfies certain conditions.
Interesting instances for the description of domain specific knowledge in our approach are, e.g., order-sorted logics where the sorts are allowed to denote the empty set, and terminological knowledge representation formalisms in the KL-ONE family [5] .
